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POINTS OF PRESENTATION

! Introduction: Are cities different? 

! Branding matters

! Understandings by political elites of pubic opinion matters

! Politicization of immigration matters

! Political trust matters



ARE CITIES DIFFERENT? THE DIVERSE CITY



ARE CITIES DIFFERENT?

! Yes more tolerant

! But presence of diversity does not necessarily mean interaction

! Perception matters (negative correlation)

! “people vote with their feet, joining or leaving is a matter of 
moving” as opposed to Nation states based on principles of social 
closure



THE  INCLUSIVE CITY? 
THERE IS NO INCLUSION WITHOUT EXCLUSION

! Exclusion and inclusion function in a complementary, not 
antagonistic, way (remember: economic framing can backfire)

! The inclusion of those who are wanted, because they are seen 
as beneficial for the society, often implies the exclusion of those 
who are not (perceived as) needed

Ex. U.S. Immigrant nation, Dreamer narrative



REPRESENTATIVENESS/AVAILABILITY…

OFTEN DICHOTOMIES 
Victim

Perpetrator

Hero

Abuser

Helpless

Top entrepreneurs/welfare 
scroungers

……..



DICHOTOMIES?

“Diversity is good!” Framing? 
Avoid more polarization: If 
more exposure to opposing 
views: Rather than developing 
a more moderate or nuanced 
stance on issues people can 
become more convinced of 
their initial beliefs



WHERE IS THE MIDDLE GROUND?

WE DON’T NEED VILLAINS/VICTIMS NOR HEROS
Absence of stories depicting large middle ground
between extremes of good vs bad migrant makes such stories far 
less "available" to be recalled e.g. by asylum judges 
(Availability heuristics)

BEYOND VICTIMS vs PERPETRATORS 

NOT
HELPFUL!



IT’S DEMOCRACY: PUBLIC OPINION MATTERS!

The problem is the public perception of the problem, not the
problem itself. Where is the problem with migration? That´s
always something I try to say, migration is not a problem and it
does not have a solution. It‘s as simple as that, it´s a phenomenon. 
You decide how you perceive that issue and what makes it a 
problem. I need to provide solutions to your perceptions of
migration. Not understanding this basic element means not 
understanding how policy making works“ 

(EU leading official, October 2017, LHA, interview) 



UNDERSTANDING OF PUBLIC
OPINION MATTERS

Self image….

preconceptions about Sicilian tolerance

https://www.cambridge.org/core/books/new-racism-in-europe/7D9817B25D0CCDE4078139B5A38B5205


BRANDING MATTERS

! ‘ There is no city in the world that changed so deeply and 
widely like Palermo: in the last 40 years we went through 
a tremendous change, we started from being the capital 
of mafia to being the capital of human rights’ (Mayor of 
Palermo, L. Orlando)

! Far-right mayor of Mazara del Vallo also started to formally 
celebrate the town’s multicultural status in order to rebrand 
it as a tourist destination and strategic location for cross-
Mediterranean relations

Source Pettrachin 2019

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/1468-2427.12544


BRANDING BEYOND LEFT/RIGHT IT’S THE COMPETITIVE 
CITY (POSTFORDIST KNOWLEDGE ECONOMIES) 

‘ Migrants support productivity and economic growth through 
innovation. Contact with people from different backgrounds and 
experiences of alternative work practices contribute to both process 
and product innovation. Migrants also facilitate trade relations with 
their home countries, through their language skills, market awareness, 
network and social capital. They provide labour market flexibility and 
mitigate the demographic challenges of the UK’  (B.Johnson, 2012)



THE NEOLIBERAL CITY: THE COMMODIFICATION OF 
DIVERSITY

! “You have to look at cheap marketing solutions to boost the North side of the 
City, which is poorer than the South Side. And here is an area that has developed 
a significant number of ethnic retail businesses, so you have barbers, Nigerian 
barbers, Chinese hairdressers, you have many restaurants. And this is 
Parnell Street, a cheap solution. How do you market it? You don’t have any 
money. So you develop something different. And this has happened in other cities 
where you have poorer areas, where a new community go in. They develop it, 
they make it busy, they make it lively, it’s not particularly fancy but people like 
it. So this has had an unexpected positiveness. […] You have to sell it” (Interview 
LHA, Cllr. FG, Dublin).



THE COMMODIFICATION OF ETHNO-CULTURAL 
DIVERSITY

! UTILITY

! Immigrant integration? It’s political economy…



INLCUSIVE NARRATIVES, INCLUSIVE ACTION? 
POLITICIZATION MATTERS: EX. CITY OF ZURICH

Cities might be different, but certainly not insulated from politicization



POLITICIZATION

1) an increase in salience, resulting from increasing 
attention to a specific issue, 

2) a diversity of opinions on a specific societal topic, 
leading to the polarization of opinions, and

3) an expansion of actors and audiences engaging 
in the process of opinion formation

(de Wilde 2016, 4).



WHAT DRIVES POLITICIZATION?

! Deep structural changes in modern societies which 
reconstituted social classes and their political 
interests/grievances.

! Winners/losers of globalization instead of religion/class



BEYOND TRADITIONAL LEFT/RIGHT: 
COSMOPOLITANISM VS SOVEREIGNISM 

the dilemma for the 
Left….

Source: Kriesi/Hutter
2019



GOOD NEWS FOR DEMOCRACY..(NOT NECESSARILY FOR 
SOCIAL COHESION)

! The establishment of a new cleavage may bring back 
citizens who otherwise lost faith in politics or who 
disengaged from political participation, by 
reinvigorating a new sense of identity politics and 
meaningful choice during elections

! Cleavages exacerbate conflict

Zuern/Wilde 2016



POLITICAL TRUST MATTERS: POLITICAL ELITES HAVE TO 
ESTABLISH TRUST FIRST…

! Lack of political trust in pol. establishment/government thrives anti-
immigrant sentiment/restrictive positions (cf. Ruhs et al 
forthcoming, McLaren 2014)

! People are not against immigration/asylum protection but they 
want it to be controlled/limited/conditioned (‘Conditional 
inclusiveness’) (cf. Ruhs et al forthcoming)



ON A POSITIVE NOTE:
POLITICAL TRUST/POLITICIZATION: LOCAL ADVANTAGE

!The higher levels of authority and the more 
remote from the demos, the more likely it is that 
governance is politicized and questioned for its 
legitimacy (cf. Zuern 2018, 141). 



SOME FURTHER READING

! Fighting myths about immigration? Facts and evidence are not enough.
https://blogs.eui.eu/migrationpolicycentre/author/leila-hadj-abdou/ (2019)

! Why Are Sicilian Mayors Leading the Opposition to Salvini’s Asylum Policies in Italy?, 
https://blogs.eui.eu/migrationpolicycentre/author/andrea-pettrachin/ (2019)

! Immigrant Integration and the economic competitiveness agenda: A comparison of 
Dublin and Vienna. Journal of Ethnic and Migration Studies 40 (12), 2014. 1875-1894. 
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/1369183X.2014.887462

! Immigrant integration: the governance of ethno-cultural differences. Comparative 
Migration Studies. Online first, 2019, 
https://www.readcube.com/articles/10.1186/s40878-019-0124-8

https://blogs.eui.eu/migrationpolicycentre/fighting-myths-immigration-facts-evidence-not-enough/
https://blogs.eui.eu/migrationpolicycentre/author/leila-hadj-abdou/
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